Bill Driegert is the Chief Innovation Officer for Coyote Logistics, the fastest growing logistics company in North America. Driegert has a serious crush on big ideas. He has the freedom to continually improve and re-imagine Coyote’s technology platform and set his team of developers loose on insanely challenging problems. When he’s not plotting data points and Coyote’s next move, he can be found playing monster with his three-year-old daughter. Or racing mountain bikes. Or playing drums. Or rebuilding motorcycles.

He has a bachelor’s degree in Business form SMU, a Masters in Logistics from MIT, and an MBA from the Chicago Booth School of Business.

COYOTE
Coyote is intent on bringing change to the transportation industry. It is armed with the technology, industry experience, financial firepower, and NO EXCUSES mentality to provide a better choice. Coyote is a fully scaled, non-asset based, resource intensive truckload service provider moving 2,200+ loads per day across all parts of North America.